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Quantum cryptography is the researchers' answer to this problem, and more specifically a
certain kind of qubit—consisting of single photons: particles of light. Single photons or qubits of
light ...

New invention keeps qubits of light stable at room temperature
A team of security researchers and academics has broken a core piece of internet technology.
They made their work public at the 25th Chaos Communication Congress in Berlin today. The
team was able ...

25C3: Hackers Completely Break SSL Using 200 PS3s
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Zimperium, the global leader in mobile security, has broadened its portfolio of mobile
application protection solutions by acquiring whiteCryption, a leading provider of advanced
application shielding ...

Zimperium Acquires Mobile Application Security Pioneer whiteCryption
Richard Feynmann noted more than once that complementarity is the central mystery that lies
at the heart of quantum theory. Complementarity rules the world of the very small… the
quantum world ...

The Quantum Eraser
Quantum computers promise great advances in many fields—from cryptography to the
simulation of protein folding. Yet, which physical system works best to build the underlying
quantum bits is ...

News tagged with computational modeling
This document specifies an Internet Best Current Practices for the Internet Community, and
requests discussion and suggestions for improvements. Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
The question ...

Guidelines for Cryptographic Key Management
cryptography, neuroscience, artificial intelligence, cosmology, linguistics, and genetics. Two
documentary films — Chasing Ice and For All Mankind — and a live concert marked the Fall
2017 and tenth ...

Past Performances
Book Description: This anthology brings together the year's finest mathematics writing from
around the world. Featuring promising new voices alongside some of the foremost names in
the field, The Best ...

The Best Writing on Mathematics 2011
Quantum Cryptography is the researchers' answer to ... professor in quantum optics at the
Niels Bohr Institute. The special coating of the memory chips makes it much easier to store the
qubits ...

New invention keeps qubits of light stable at room temperature
Krauskopf and Osinga, longstanding collaborators in the Department of Engineering
Mathematics at the University ... Celebrating Mathematics in Stone and Bronze (pp. 150-168)
Helaman Ferguson and ...

The Best Writing on Mathematics 2011
Quantum Cryptography is the researchers' answer to ... professor in quantum optics at the
Niels Bohr Institute. The special coating of the memory chips makes it much easier to store the
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qubits ...
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